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Senate debates moving courses to CAD
Bob RIchardson
Mathematics department dissatisfaction with the Center for
Academic Development .(CAD)
erupted in heated debate ' that
the last University Senate meeting. .
Raymond Balbes, chairperson
of the mathematics department,
said that Math ' 02 had been
transfered to CAD. He said that
the action was taken without
regard for established proced- '
ure.
Balbes also said that . the
Senate, when it established the
center, had not . intended to .
move existing courses from departments:
Balbes, a senator, introduces
a motion to clarify the Senate's
intent . . The motion reads:
"It was not the intention of
the Senate to 'either move existing courses from academic departments to ' CAD or authorize
CAD to change the curriculum of
existing courses. "
The latter part of the motion
referred to changes made in the
presentation of subject matter
(using lectures rather than labs)
and addit;ons of new textbooks.
Many faculty · members expressed confusion as to what the
Senate had actually said in
establishing CAD.
Last year the senate discussed
three different CAD proposals
over a two semester period.
The final, compromise bill
~.:>tab~ished for a two year period

with · a Senate ' ad hoc advisory
committee.
The actual structure of the
center was established by the
administration.
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman said that in this .instance,
"I viewed it 'a s the Senate's
responsibility to ' establish policy
and fo y responsibility · to ' imple-IDent that policy."
In a later interview, Balbes
said that he had no argument
with the concept of CAD but did
disagree with some of the things
which are happening in regard
to mathematics being taught by
the center.
He said that th ·original proposals for CAD would have left low
level math .courses in the mathematics department. He said that
the removal of a course from a
department and changes in the
curriculum . of established
. courses without the usual study
and procedure involved is unprecedented.
Normally for course changes
such as these, a department
initiates a study which is then
referred to ' a college level curriculum committee, in this case
Arts and Sciences.
After the college has agreed
to ' a change, the recommendation _is sent to ' the Senate '
curriculum committee. If that
committee agrees, then the full
Senate 'votes on the change. The
process generally takes at least
one full school year.
Grobman said "We may have

moved a little fast over the rules
and regulations ... but, · CAD is
only a
trial period of two
years." He said normal channels would have slowed the
establishment of a working center.
,
In a letter to ' Balbes dated
November 2, Grobman explained
how the questioned math · cour-

--' ._

college level math; but said that
with ' the creation of CAD such
work was no longer their responsibility.
He said, "The responsibility ·
of CAD is to ' assist students ' in
. those fields in which they are

ses were to 'be administered.
He said, "The role of the
department of mathematics is to '
serve the University ' as a universityclevel department devoted to . undergraduate ' and graduate c
level instruction in' mathematics
and to 'scholarly research."
He . commended the work that
the department had done in pre-

[See "Senate," page 8]

....

WRITING WELL: Students use writing Lab facUlty to Improve their skIDs. ,The lab Is put of the Center
for Academic Development currently under Senate debate [photo by Debra Knox Delennann].
(

Scheduling causes problems
. RIck Jackoway
Problems with scheduling c1ass~s and conflicts '
of students ' attending classes on both · the main
campus and Marillac is currently being studied by
the Senate ' Curriculum Committees subcommittee
to study course scheduling.
George Wittereid, chairperson of the committee,
said opening of the Marillac campus has freed
many classrooms on the main campus and has
resulted in apparent scheduling problems.
"Since more classrooms are available at any
given hour, departments 'are offering more classes
at the same time," he said. "This has resulted in
creating more conflicts 'in scheduling for students '
in, recent semesters."
According to ' Wittereid, the situation has
become very bad this semester.
"We have
noticed that 'more and more students ' are
complaining about 'c1ass conflicts;" said Witter~id~

"Students want to ' take various classes and find
they are offered at the same time. They must
make a choice and are also unsure of when the
classes will be offered again. .
"As a result, many more students 'are graduating and completing degress and not taking many
courses which they feel would be interesting,"
Wittereid stated~'
Another related problem is that 'c,Mlsses are
being telescoped ' into a shorter time period.
"Most departments are offering a large percentage of their courses between 9:40 and 12:40,
because students and teachers both · don't want to
be on campus all afternoon," said Wittereid.
•'The result is' that departments 'are reluctant to
offer anything but required courses in the
afternoon, since students ' usually leave early and
attendance in these afternoon 'c1asse~ is poor," he
added.
.
[See

"SebeduUna," ~e 2]

Copyright laws could affect. .
university programs, function
Bev Pfeifer Harm.

./

EARLY THANKSGIVING: Grant Cawley takes a messy first place In
~e PI Kappa- Alpha Pie Eating Contest held on November 23. The
contest helped to raise money for St. Vlncents orphanage In
Normandy, one of the fraternity's charity projects [photo by Scott
Petenenl.

A new copyright law will go
into effect January 1, 1978 which
could have serious implications
for many university · programs
and functions.
The new law (Public Law
94-553) will lift the exemption
from educational institutions nationwide on paying royalty · fees
on music performed in connection with ·the university.
Specifically the law reads that
the act will "eliminate ' our
exemption from such royalty '
payments if (1) there is a direct
or indirect admission charge, or
(2) a payment of any fee or other
~onipensation for the perfor-

mance or made to ' any of the
performers, promoters, or organiters, or (3) there is any direct
or indirect commercial advantage to ' the performers, promoters or organizers."
According to ' a· statement issued by the Association of
College University ' And Community 'Arts Administrators, Inc.
(ACUCAA) this could be applied
to .any activities with ·any admissic:>n charge 1ncIuding actual
ticket sales, donations, memberships or activity fees : .
. Any music performed within
these limitations is subject to '
royalty .fees providing the music
is not in the public domain.
Just exactly how the law will
specifically affect UMSL or the

university · as a whole is uncertain.
. Stephanie Kreis, director of
programming, said the law will
apply definitely to ' the library,
music department and Program
Board, as well as other ·areas.
"It's impossible to ' say what
implications are for UMSL. No
one .is exactly sure what it
means for us. University · lawyers are currently looking into '
the law and interpreting it for
the university;" Kreis said.
"The law will definitely go
intO effect on January 1 and
we (UMSL) must be in compliance ' with · it then, she said.
"It's going to 'cost as and raise .
[See "Copyrlabt," page
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ScheduHng----~----- ,,---News in S,ief[From page 1]
Other problems under consideration is the conflict students
are having attending adjoining
classes on the marillac campus
and the main campus,
The committee is discussing
the possibility of staggering starting times of" classes to allow
time for students to travel between classes.
Currently, many students
must schedule a free hour, since
they are unable to travel in the
ten minute class break time, and
thus extend the time they must
spend on campus each day.
At a meeting on November 18,
the subcommittee discussed
these. c~an,ges as well as other

possibilities to eliminate scheduling problems for both student
and department.
One possibility was to start
classes at 8 a.m. instead of the
present 7:40 starting time.
The feeling of the members of
the subcommittee was that the
"8 o'clock schedule is not a bad
idea to try," but no action will
be taken until public hearings
have been held.
Other scheduling recommendations included scheduling more
afternoon classes, a free hour
one day a week in which
organizations and departments '
,could schedule meetings and
eliminate conflicts', and a fifteen

minute break between classes.
By extending the break period, the problem also arises that
students will be spending more
time on campus without increasing the number of hours taken.
\

According to Wittereid, this
could pose a problem for students who work part-time or on
a work/study program and rely
on early classes.
A hearing is being planned for
December 6 at 1:30 p.m. in
room 75 J.C. Penney to ' allow
students ' and faculty · to voice
their opinions on these options
and the scheduling system as a
whole.

COpyright------since some participants ' in the
game, like referees are paid,"
said Ott. "
prices of concerts ' and perforPrograms designated as benemances, but we don't know how
fits ' may also be subject to ' the
much."
.
According to ' Leonard Ott; · law. The .new law brings the
chairperson of the music depart- . United States into ' accord with '
the European system and the
. ment, 'o f concern to ' everyone in
Universal Copyright 'Convention.
education nationwide is the extent to ' which the law will be
According to ' Robert Miller,
applied.
director of the library, the law
will affect them in the long run.
"This may even include half"I see no immediate ' implications for us. We will probably
time shows at football games,
[From page 1]

Six Flags auditions fo,
nationwide positions
Talent scouts 'from Six Flags,
Inc. Show Productions will be on
the Fontbonne College campus
on Feb. 16 searching for performers to entertain at Six Flags
shows nation-wide.
Talent positions are available
fol' singers, dancers, comedians,
and all types of variety acts for
shows at Six Flags over Texas
(Dallas/Ft. Worth), and Astro- '
world (Houston).
Audition time is 1 p. m. in the
Recital Room. Registration will
begin at 12:30 p.m. The auditions ' are open to college students and graduating high

school seniors.
A record player, tape machine
and piano accompanist will, be
on hand. Singers are asked to '
bring accompaniment music in
their key.
Because ' of the large number
of people expected to audition,
acts ' should be limited to three
minutes.
For those unable to 'attend this
college audition, a general audition open to 'anyone 16 years of
age or older will be held on Feb.
11 in The Palace at Six Flags
Over Mid-America. Registration
will be at 9 a.m. with auditions
beginning at 10 a.m.

have to ' pay royalties for copies
made from journals above a
certain number," he said.
"We won't be able to ' get
copies as readily from other
sources as we have in the past,
though," added Miller.
Various formulas for payment
of the royalty ' fees and exemptions is also being considered by
national music organizations.
"We have so many questions," said Ott. " "For instance,
we don't know if the law will
apply to ' the purchase of music
equipment or scholarship contests:
The university · is planning a
series of meetings in ,Columbia
to ' deal with intercampus problems and work with · national
studies.
Every area which will be
affected by the law will send
representatives to the meetings,
with ' the intent of formulating a
university policy on tbe changes
by the January 1 deadline.

Course Evaluation extended
Central Council will conduct Course E.valuation through
December 9. Professors wishing to participate in the evaluation
should contact the Central Council office in room 253 of the
University Center, phone 5105.
.
Evaluation forms will be delivered to any professor wishing to
participate.
'
The evaluation forms will be published in time for next
semester's pre-registration.

Alumni Night set for Dec. 2
Alumni night at UMSL is slated for December 2.
The festivities will get under w-ay at 6:30 p.~, in the Mark .
Twain building (for merly Multipurpose Building) when the
~
Riverwomen basketball team takes on the University ' of illinois
-Chicago Circle.
At 8:30 p.m. the men's varsity, the Rivermen , will battle the St.
Louis University Billikens.
At halftime, the UMSL women's athletic program will be
honored. There will be a demonstration of both basketball and
volleyball by the women's varsity teams.
Judy Whitney Serres, women's athletic' director, will also be
honored for her contribution to women's athletics at UMSL.
.
'The UMSL Alumni Association will present its 'annual $500 gift
to the athletic' department lit halftime.
I~
PriBts,' plaques and mugs:with a sketch of the old Administration . '\J
Building will be sold throughout the evening. Prints 'will cost $2 /
....,j
each, _mugs $2.50 and plaques $10.
A discount package is bemg offered to ' alumni. For $3 each
alu.mni will be admitted to~ games and to .the post-game party
at the University 'House, 1956 Natural Bridge Road and receive a
, commemorative mug.

Hill named personnel officer '
Wyndel H. Hill has been appointed UMSL personnel officer. The
appointment f.ollows a three-month .national search conducted by a
committee of faculty ·and staff.
. Hill is currently assistant to the director of University · of
Missouri Central Administratiqn Personnel Services in Columbia, a
post he has held since April, 1975. Previously, he served as
director of affirmative action f.or the administrative staff at the
university' s Kansas City campus.
Hill held severaf positions in Kansas City ' before joining the
UMKC staff. He served previously as equal opportunity 'officer for
the Human Resources Corporation, as an equal employment
opportunity specialist with Project Equality of Kansas-Missouri,
Inc., and as program director of the Greater Kansas City YMCA.
\..

'

lilt's hard to imagine' anyone who will not,
in th~e end, turn on to 'The Turning Point'.ff
-Richard Schickel, Time Magazine

"This film has it all ... one of the year's big winners."
- Gene Shalit, NBC-TV "

Januaryl- 8
-Round bip JET transportation b..etween St. louis and
Denver.

•

, -7 nights' accomodatioDB at HoUday Inn.DWon, Colorado.
-Comfortable bus transportation between Denver AIrport and
hotel.
'.-,DaII.! ~huttIe service •••and much more I .
PRE·CHRISTMAS DEPARTURE:
DEC. 23 • 28 - $279.00

For information and Reservations, contact:

Carol Tours
'OTC Charter Tours

---------------------Adventure
jTours

lII u.s.:A.

)

~~~~ ~

SOMl _ Tt"«A&. _ 'HOT II(SUI'T"-":fD'llCHll.Dfll(N

e ..

n.JWCIl"rUfll"",OI

~

Starts December 23

800 S. F10rfuant
[5 minutes north of UMSL]
(314) 522·1144

I

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX Presents A HERBERT ROSS FILM
ANNE BANCROFT SHIRLEY MacLAINE "THE TURNING POINT" TOM SKERRITT
Introducing
.
MIKHAIL
BARYSHNIKOV
and LESLIE BROWNE I
Co-st a r r i n g ·I
.
MARTHA SCOTT· MARSHALL THOMPSON and ANTHONY ZERBE· AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE
Executive Producer
Written by
Produced by
NORA KAYE
ARTHUR LAURENT'S
HERBERT ROSS and ARTHUR LAURENTS
Directed by HERBERT ROSS PRINTS BY DE LUXE® NOW IN PAPERBACK FROM SIGNET
MU~C FROM THE MOTION PICTURE ON 20TH CENTURY RECORDS AND TAPES

Creve Coeur Theatre

•

..J
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EVELYN,· WOOD' READING DYNAMICS
SPECIAL - INTENSIFIED

r

b
(YOU'LL COMPLETE THE ENTIRE COURSE BEFORE
COLLEGE CLASSES RESUME IN JANUARY)
This January Evelyn ,,"IIood Reading Dynamics is offering a special intensified
seven day course ... 'T his course will begin and end before college classes resume
after the holidays ... The course meets for seven straight days .. .for five hours a
day ... Daytime and evening classes are available ... lf you have a lot of reading
to do ... if you'd like to have more competitive learning skills, in school or at
work ... if you'd like to learn how to read two to four thousand words a minute, or about seven to ten pages a minute', concentrate on what you're reading ... understand and remember more of what you've read and learn note taking
skills and study techniques to help you get better grades or a better job ... call
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics right now at 878-6262 ... The Evelyn Wood
course is intense and requires hard work, but if you'll take this seven day
course and work hard, we'll have you reading faster and studying more efficiently than you ever believed possible. Here's what you must do ...

CALL EVELYN WOOD READING D'YNAMICS AT

-

(314)

(OUT OF TOWN CALL COLLECT)

.,f
r

•

\
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letters

Says letter unfair

Council should pull together
Central Ceuncil, the student government at
UMSL, has fallen to a very low point during
this semester.
When newly elected last spring the council
seemed to face ideal conditions.
There was a new president, a newcomer to
student government with many new ideas
and programs. Charles Mays was seen as a
"breath of fresh air" to an organization
which, many felt, operated under the same
old ideas every year.
The new vice president was seen as being
very capable with a great deal of drive,
ideally suited to help the president institute
his ideas.
Unfortunately, the optimism of the spring
has not stood up to a group which seems
almost apathetic to its res~onsibilities.
Not only has the councll disregarded most
initiatives but even worthwhile old programs
are suffering from neglect.
One example is the housing referral
service, started last year. At that time the
service had no director. It was handled on a
trial basis by Jim Shanahan, student body
vice p r e s i d e n t . .
j
The service was to provide up-to-date
information on available housing in the area. ,:
Index cards covered an entire bulletin board '
near the council office.
Currently, there are less than half a dozen \
cards on the board and the informations is
often out of date.
Financially, the council is in good shape.
The council's $10,000 budget is the second
largest for any student organization on
campus. The largest budget is for programming events .
Unfortunately, due to the lack of active
programs much of the money may be wasted.
One example is the Central Council
newsletter. For three years the council put
out on a periodic basis, a newspaper to report
on Council activities.
Last year it was
decided that a less expensive newsletter
would be more effective and money was
budgeted. In .sp~te c;>f planning no newsletter

CURRENT

has yet been devised.
Although the Council constitution requires
written activity reports at each meeting from
each standing committee, few chairmen
bother. Reports may not always be necessary
but consistent lack of them would indicate
that either nothing is being done or the
members don't care.
'
The most important function of Council is
also the most difficult to measure. Council's
major impact is representative role on the
numerous committees on campus .
These committees which are composed of
faculty, administrators, and students, can
often have important policy making rdies
which affect students. Affects include types
and number of courses, requirements for
graduation, long range university planning,
prices in the cafeteria, etc.
Students on these committees need to
know what other committees are doing. In
the past, a strong, concerned council has ke}?t
communication alive. Pooling information IS
important if the students are to safeguard
their interests.
Unfortunately, the council has apparently
not facilitated communication, information,
nor support.
Although difficult- to measure there are
examples to support this position.
One Senate committee for example, has
done things this semester, which would, in
the past, have drawn sharp protest.
This particular committee has done such
things as changing agreed upon meeting
times, (which makes it impossible for some
students to attend), and students have
consistently not been informed of meetings.
As in all Senate committees the students
are out numbered.
Central Council has voiced no protest.
The Council has a semester to prove itself.
Perhaps a thorough " housecleaning" is in
order. At the least, a change in attitude is
necessary.
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Dear Editor:
Your decision to publish a
letter by one Janet Kupferberg
suggesting that I spend all my
time on campus " shopping" in
some negative fashion for dating
partners is libelous, unfair and
inappropriate: The suggestion
that I do not properly meet my
teaching obligations is ridiculous, given the very high teaching evaluations I have gotten
throughout my career at UMSL.
I pride myself on being very
accessible to my students_ and
that is accomplished by spending a great deal of time in the
Snack Bar and in the cafeteria.
I am normally on campus from
7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. or later.
When I am on campus and not
in class, I usually am in some
location where students can ~nd
me rather than squirrelled away
in the library or in my office.
And I do enjoy talking with
students, an appropriate ' percentage of whom are women.
To assume that all of these
conversations relate to some
attempt by me to find easy
sexual partners is a truly low
blow, especially from someone I
don't even know.
I cannot
'imagine how this person claims
to be a spokesman for "the
female population on campus".
And how someone could claim
that I should not be taken
seriously without even talking
with me is surely presumptious.
And why you would publish such
a letter without even consulting
me is beyond my imagination.
However, since I must defend
myself from such scurrilous accusations, I would like to note
the following. I am commonly
regarded to be one of the best

teachers on the UMSL campus.
Any casual survey of studen
would substantiate that. And
probably offer ' more speci
classes to help both student
with special problems and th~
who would like depth 'beyond ttl
requirements of the course tha
any other professor on campus.
Second, I was promoted t
tenure on the basis of a substan
tial publications record for whic
I need show no embarrassment.
This semester, . when I wa
supposedly so busy chasing co
eds, has already seen me
duce three chapters of a
review three articles for
journals and participate - as a
panelist in the Southern Economic Association meetings.
And to ' get down to the
nitty-gritty; I have dated exactl
three students on campus this
semester, all 30 year old divorcees in the, evening college in
which I am not teaching. If that
makes me some sort of cretinous
sex seeker, so be it.
My
romantic life is nobody's business but my own. But since it
has been called into question, I
will take the trouble to note that
my dating objective is and has
been for some time to meet one
person I could fall in love with
and marry.
Unlike certain
professors on this campus, I
believe deeply in heterosexual
That makes me
monogamy.
pretty much of a sexual conservative, which I surely am.
I give a lot of myself to this
campus, to my students and to
my department. It is beneath
contempt that I am SUbjected to
this type of abuse in the student
newspaper.
Thomas R. Ireland

Pleased with access
Dear Editor:
As founder and past president
of the Disabled Students, and
now as a transportation planner
for the elderly and handicapped
at . the Bi-State Development
Agency, I applaud the efforts to
make the Marillac portion of the
UMSL Campus accessible to its
disabled students . Many disabled students were rather displeased with the total lack of
facilities for us on the Marillac
Campus. For too long disabled
students have been overlooked
and their needs have gone
unmet, but finally, thanks to
federal regulations,
disabled
persons, including students, are
being given an equal chance to

participate in all facets of society, including equal access to
education.
Continuing up-grading of facilities and services for disabled
students will have to increase as
the number of disabled persons
grow at all education institutions
including UMSL. The cost of
the renovations will repay itself
many times over by improved
mobility for disabled persons,
but also to the ablebodied.
Barrier-free
design
benefits
everyone not just the disabled.
As UMSL becomes more accessible, it will become a more
usable educational choice for the
disabled.
Deborah K. PhlllIps

Dear Editor:
I would like to see the University invest in building name
signs to be placed on the corners
of all University buildings. This

would help night students and
part-time students who are not
as familiar with the buildings as
your day students identify them.
A. L. Ford

,

,

Letters t:o the editor are eDcouraaea IIDd ....ald be typed,
cIoable-spaced. Letters aDder 300 words wID be glveD first
coDsideratioD. No Ull8lp.ed letters wID be JlCCepted bllt DIUIle8 will
be withheld apoD reqaea(
\
Letters may be aabmltted either to the hd.....-tloa ne.k ill tbe
,UDlvenlty Ceater 01' to the CurnDt' oCIIce, I'OOIIl 8 BIae MeQII
~.
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National attention is being
given to · decreasing scores on
scholastic· aptitude tests ·given to ·
college bound high school stu"
dents: Many feel these lower
scores are indicative of a general
decrease in education.
Whether or not those scores
do indicate ' a ' substandard educational system, it 'can be
proven that many students entering college today are lacking
in basic educational skills.
In response to ' the needs of
thousands of students ' nationwide who qualify for university ·
admission but are unable to 'cope
because of basic skill deficiency,
many schools are instituting
programs to ' help these students
catch-up.
At UMSL, a center for academic development has evolved.
The process began about
twelve years ago. At that time
major concern was centered
around older, returning stU"
dents: Originally, only refresher
programs were offered for these
students ' in mathematics, English composition, and reading.
These three courses were offered by the Evening College.
The only other basic skills
program was UNITED Special
Services. Resources were limit- '
ed and programs were targeted
only for students · with' "culturally and economically disadvantaged backgrounds."
These programs continued for
several years with only slight
budget increases in spite ' of
huge increases in student enrollment. '
In 1972 Central Council, the
student government began a
tutorial service with the help of
a $500 grant.
The following year, Central
council voted funds from its ·own
budget to · continue with an
expanded program. It was open
to ' all students ' needing help in
any subject . .
By 1974, several academic
departments began to make provisions to deal with · skill deficiency which was becoming an
increasing problem.
. During that year, the admissions division began giving a
writing proficiency examination
to all entering freshmen.
Partly as a result of scores on
that examination, the English
department began offering Eng, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lish Composition 09 for day

CAD:

ca~pus

answer

toa
national

problem

'Tear after year, semester
I after semester, the

CollegeMaster®from
Fideli!y Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.

students. The English department, in cooperation with ' the
Dean of Arts and Sciences and
the Dean of Faculties also established a writing lab that year.
The lab was to help any
students ' in need of help in

sions policy which maintains the
university · standards while providing supportive services to
those students who are deficient
in basic skills."
The committee recommended
the last alternative and further
recommended the establishment
of the Center for Academic
Development (CAD).
The Senate directed the committee to ' devise more detailed
plans and supportive reasoning
for the establishment of a center. The committee made its '
final fourteen point proposal in
January.
There was considerable opposition among the faculty on two
major points:
In the first 'instance, some
faculty members said that CAD
is a remedial program and
should not be part 'of the
university responsibility .
The other point of opposition
centered around the relationship
of CAD to ' already e~tablished

that the university ' had the
responsibility ·of continuing with '
it.
During that year the Developmental Skills Cen'ter and
UNITED Special Services helped
about 3,100 students:
r

61We can expect the number
of students with basic skills
problems will -incr,ease .•. "
writing. It was felt that many
students 'had had no training in
writing even short 'research
papers.
Also in 1974, Central Council
requested that the Dean of
Facultie's provide money for peer
counseling. The request proposed short courses on such
topics as adjustment to ' college
life, and study habits.
Late in the 1974-75 school
year UNITED Special Services
was able to ' expand its ' program
because of a $40,000 federal
grant. . There was an attempt at
this time to ' coordinate ' all of
these programs through the
Dean of Faculties office.
In 1975 Central Council dropped the tutorial project and
helped establish an independent,
expanded program called' Developmental Skills.
Developmental Skills received
$11,000 from student activities
fees, plus monies from other
university units. The director,
Mike Dace, attempted to ' inte"
grate · peer counseling, subject
tutoring, and basic skills into ·
one unit . .
In the fall of 1975 the recently
appointed chancellor, Arnold B.
Grobman, requested that the
University Senate-appoint a committee to · study the problem of
basic skills.
.
By the spring semester of
1976-77 funding for Developmental Skills had become
strained. A transfer of $5,000
was made at the request of
Raymond Balbes, chairperson of
the mathematics department to
help the center maintain its
pre-Math ' 02 courses. Tutoring
was discontinued due to · a lack
of funds.
Debate on the issue in Central
Council that 'year centered
around whether student activities money was appropriate · for
use in an essentially academic
function. Many council members argued that the students
had demonstrated the need and
feasibility of the program and

Meanwhile the University · Senate · was engaged in debate '
about the establishment 'of a
new administrative unit which
would combine all of the pro- .
grams into ·one center.
The ad hoc committee which
had been formed at the Chancellor's request issued its 37 page
report in the fall of '76.
The report stated in part:
"We can expect that the number
of students · with basic skills
problems will increase.
The
question is not, · 'Is there a
J

many students ~ntering
college today are_lac~!ng
basic education,al skills .•• "

61 •••

proble-;?',--'rather 'What is this
university's role in responding to '
the problem?' The choices are
"We could refuse to '
clear:
admit students with deficiencies .
in basic skills."
,I
"We could refer students who
meet our entrance requirements
but do poorly on our proficiency
exms to · resources outside the
university. "
"We could keep an admis-

academic programs, i.e. Math '02
and English 09.
A compromise proposal was
made by Senate ' member Lyman
Sargent. The proposal, accepted
by the Senate; established the
center for a two-year trial basis.
A special Senate advisory
committee was established to '
recommend whether or not the
program should continue after
the initial two-year period.

Old programs at new
development center
The purpose of the Center for
Academic Development is to
bring together and coordinate
exiSting programs (Mathematics
02, English 09, Writing Lab,
Reading Lab, Tutorials , and
activities of UNITED Special
Services, Developmental Skills
and Peer Counseling).
As stated in the petition to the
central administration in Colum- .
bia for its establishment, the
centr is to "help eliminate '
over-lap and duplication an<1
allow for the creation of an
organized and academically
sound plan to help those students with skill problems at

CIGARETTES
45 cents - pock
J4.50 - corton
The ' Gas Well
major brand 9aS at discount price

Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
Coll~eMastere

8150 Florissant Road

I

SpeciQli~t
521-2444 .Mon-Fri s.e

Bruce Weston
Kin Lavender
Judy Nu Delman
Paul-Hedg-peth
Carol B1lltngslea

.~

-

north UMSL exits

.Volkswogon

Field
Associate
•
myourarea:

, ..,

Between

371-4444

K&KAUTO
101: tune-up for bugs

J26.S0

~::.=

I

The center is organized under
the directorship of Edith ' Young,
associate professor of education.
She reports ·to Arthur MacKinney, vice chancellor for academic
affairs.
Services presently being offered by the center include:
Special services program - a
program to help economically,
socially, and educationally disadvantaged students. This program is a carry-over from
UNITED Special Services which
was absorbed into the center.
Fundamentals of Math ' - a
basic pre-Math 02 course which
covers pre-algebra arithmetic.
Math 02 - a preparatory
course for college algebra (Math
30).
English 09 - basic composition skUIs.
Writing lab - writing assistance for students 'of all levels.
Reading lab - development
of reading skills with ' emphasis
on study habits: ·
Tutorial assistance - all levels and subjects · depending on
availability ·of qualified tutors.
Total enrollment for math ' this
semester was 650 day and 128
evenirig students:
Last year
enrollment (two semesters) was
1,088.
Young said that response to '
math 02 was so great that the
course was closed during preregistration and a waiting list of
200 names W;l$ formed.
CAD added sections to ' meet
the demand and was forced to '
draw upon funds intended for
use in the spring semester.
English 09 had 225 students
enrolled during the day, 17 in
the evening. Last year enrollment was 202 (for two semesters).
Other statistics are as yet
incomplete. .
Young said, "I'm pleased with '
the operation so far. . We've
been able to ' get off to ' a good
start with .the limitations of both
money and space that we're
working with:"
CAD is located on the fourth '
floor of SSB, the phone number
is (453) 5194.
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IMead lectures on marriage
-to overflowing audience
Debbie Kraus
Margaret Mead, w:orld-famous
anthropologist, author, and lecturer, spoke here on "The Roots '
of Marital Disillusionment: ·
Changing Sex Roles" on Monday, Nov. 21.
The J.e. Penney Auditorium
was packed beyond normal capacity , with anxious listeners
flliing every possible space in
the room. In fact, scores of
people had to be turned away,
but to accomodate the overflow,
speakers were set up outside the
room in the lobby and people sat
on the floor to listen.
The thrust of her speech was
basically simple to ' understand,
and that is society has greatly
changed, especially in the last
50 years. Therefore, we can't
expe ct marriage t o stay the
same while there has been
" tremendous changes in everything" around the world, Mead
said.
Marrriage has changed in
time with · society ·and its needs.
Fifty years ago the family needed the woman to ' stay home and
tend to household chores. Mead
gave the example of shelling

peas and how that one task took
several hours to 'complete; Now
with ' modern handy conveniences, it's very common for the
woman to work.
According to ' Mead, what we
need is to ' get 'rid of our
immages of a "nice house"
where "mother is always
there." We also need to ' rid
ourselves of the notion that
women should only be ' homemakers.
Yet, "if her occupation is homemaking , Mead continued, "It
should be recognized as contri ~
buting to the Gross National
Product" because she works just
as hard as anyone working
outside the home.
There has been an increase in
the break-up of families and
Mead said society · has contri ~
buted to this. '''We refuse to
help a poor hard-working father ... but if he deserts; we'll
support his wife and children."
Mead further explained she
meant if a man works hard but
still can't support his family, he
should be helped financially
somehow by the government.
But if he can 't get government
assistance, he figures it's better

Ma,k Twain new name
'fo, Multipu,pose
; The

UMSL
Multi-Purpose
will be named Mark
'Twain Building in honor of the
Missouri humorist and author,
as a result of action taken Nov.
18 by the Board of Curators.

1Building

The building, completed in
1971 , houses the UMSL athletic
department, including the varsity and intramural athletic programs. Most of UMSL's athletic'
events, as well as some cultural
events, are held there.
The head of the committee
that recommended the new
name, James Neal Primm, professor of history, said Mark
Twain's name had been suggested by members of the UMSL
.c ommunity .more often than any
other.

[See "Mead," page 14]

TRAVEL
THE BEST WAY

Primm said Twain, who real
name was Samuel Clemens, was
heavily influenced by his experience in St. ' Louis as both ' a
young man and in his later
years . The new name for the
campus building is especially
appropriate; he said, because of
the UMSL athletic team names
of "Rivermen" and "Riverwomen," and Twain's having
worked for a time as a river
pilot.

THESIS

PAPERS

for -hisf affiily if he leaves them
becuase they can at least collect
welfare.
There needs to ' be a stop to '
this, she said. "It's a potent
cause of the broken family."
On the subject of divorce,
Mead stated that Americans
have "gradually come to expect
a marriage will end in divorce,
which is probably the greatest
reason we have so many divorces."
Fifty years ago divorces were
thought to be a "disgrace," the
lecturer said. "Respectable
people in society looked down on
divorce."
But after World War II, Mead
went on to say, there was a shift .
in people's attitudes towa rds
divorce. It was thought to 'be a
"point of virture instead of a
point of desperation, " she said.
Unfortunately people didn't
really know how to ' handle the
concept of divorce, according to
mead. People became obsessed
with ' divorce , and instead of
working problems out, " society
expected every time we don't
get 'a long, we should get a

Professionally Typed
MJd County Business Services

7730 'Carondelet
725-0600

Money saving plans on Student
charter flights and low-c:ost
unlimited mileage tickets

Call 432-2249 or 569-0392 _

YOU TH»STUDENT
RESTAURANTS
HOSTEL

MARGARET MEAD captivates a standing room only crowd at
UMSL with her lecture on the roots of marital disillusionment. A
workshop session followed [photo by Debra Knox Delermann].

Elliot I. Leon, DDS
announces the opening of his
office fo.r the practice of
general Dentistry
Beverly Hills Medical Arts B ldg .
7150 NaturalBridge Rd
Saint Louis, MO 83 121
office hours by appt

383..8 000

all fees are reasonable
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'CHUTE
THE WORKS
PARTY!
Saturday, Dec. 3
11 a.m . to 3 p.m .
Downtown, Northwest
and Clayton
Informal modeling .. .free veggie
snacks and fruit juice, too , in all
three
Unique
Clothing
Warehouse Shops . Enjoy!

.::.:;\',:::':::}::-=,:: "r>': ~:.::..;..:::)~: f~ ~;~~~~~.:~ :~:;:~*~~.;;.i:~~r~;J!:tim.~:ll.!\'*w~~

A gutsy clothing concept that includes military and survival surplus clothing, workmen's wqrkclothes,
and athletic wear. Most of it authentic, some faithful reproductions, in natural, khaki and olive drab, as
well as.re-dyed pastels. Up-front fashion that's fun and functional and not very expensive: sportswear and
accessories, just $3 to $26; outerwear, just $45 to $60. Shown, on him: Bellows-pocket pant $19; neckband shirt$15; MA-1 jacket$6O; ski goggles $8; flight helmet$14; lace-up boot $26. On her: Six-pocket
fatigue pant $19; UNIQUE t-shirt $9; web belt $3; UCW canvas pouch $4; WAC field jacket $45;
motorpool cap$5. Mail order or call 444-4200. Unique Clothing Warehouse Shop, 4th . floor D<?wntown ,
Plaza Level Northwest, and 2nd floor Clayton, all vicinity of Tempo Sportswear. Drop in sometime.
Add S1 delivery charge on orders under S10 01
Shipping charges extra outside our delivery zone
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Senate

From page 1
not prepared to ·enter university"
The exit examination is the
same one which the math delevel work."
He said that in light of the
partment ·a dministered in prepurpose of CAD, the means and
vious years.
methods used to help students
One other change is the
inclusion of lecture sessions in
should be fundamentally a responsibilityof the center.
addition to the self-paced labs . .
Balbes _said that one of his
The math · department had instituted ' the self-paced labs after
concerns involves the actual
choosing of instructors and mahaving used a lecture-type class.
terials for the courses in CAD.
Original reasons for the
he said members of his departchange by the department were
better utilization of resources
ment would be more qualified to
make these decisions.
and more individualized student/teacher time.
Edith Young, director of the
center said that ·she did not
Young said that the lectures
understand Balbes' objections.
were re-introduced to ·satisfy the
She said that the same inneeds of some students;
One point of confusion is the
structors are being used who
taught the courses when they
status of Math 02 in relation to ·
were taught by the math departthe general education requirement. .
ments.
She said that the center had
General Education requirehired additional, part-time inments for math as outlined in
the course catalogue state · that
structors but ·had hired ' only
people recommended by the
the requirements can be met by
math department.
demonstrating one of the followWith · one exception, the same
~ng :
textbook "Intermediate Algebra,
.completion of two years of
high school mathematics excluA Modern Approach," is being
used .
sive of general math ·with grades
The exception involves a preof " C" or better.
Math 02 section being taught by
.satisfactory score on matheSister Patricia Kennedy. In this
matics placement test
.passing grade in college-level
section two books, "Review Text
in .preliminary mathematics,"
math course
and "Algebra I Review Guide, "
.passing grade in math 02
are being used.
Grobman's letter to Balbes
According to Young, this secindicates that Math 02 may no
tion is for those students needlonger apply_
ing work before starting Math · .'.----,.;.;;---------..;,;:
02.
The texts review the
M
. Ch . t
fundamentals of arithmetic inerry
rls m~s
cluding fractions , decimals, and
~
percentages before moving into ·
a study of algebra.
Young said students in the
course must cover the same
topics as all other students in
Math 02. She said all Math 02
students takes the same exit
examination.

*

In his letter, Grobman states,
" ... CAD, using whatever methods it deems best, will prepare
students to take the UMSL
Placement Test in Mathematics.
Those students who pass the
Test become the responsibility of
the Math Department should
they wish to take further courses
in the field."
"Students · passing the Test
will be assumed to have general
education proficiency in mathematics. Those students who fail
the Test will remaitt the responsibility of the CAD; they will not
be deemed to ·be ready for Math ·
Department courses nor to · have
demonstrated general education
proficiency in mathematics regardless of any grades earned in
any courses given by CAD."
Young said that- she was not
aware of any change in the
status of Math 02 at this point . .
In mid-November, the mathematics department sent a letter
to the Senate · curriculum com-

mittee requesting that Math 02
be dropped from university rules
for fulftlling general education
requirements; The committee is
studying that proposal.
John Boswell, professor of
psychology and chairperson of
the Senate CAD advisory committee said that this committee
will be investigating the various
problems being encountered by
the center.
He said that ·the questions
regarding CAD could easily become an emotional issue for the
faculty . He said that it is
important to look at the situation
in more general terms.
Boswell said that the most
important question which should
be asked is, " Can we train

students with grave
deficiencies?' ,
He said that the, ..
itself is not the cause of
controversy. The center is
to do a job ... We should
that job in mind."
He said that the most
tant thing needed now is
ration between the units
ed.
Chancellor Grobman
that sentiment, and said, '
think the important thing is
give additional support so
can succeed to help
survive in the university."
The Senate ·will consider
bes' resolution regarding
at its next meeting.

524-2700 ·
New & Used Automobiles .

For a Safer World
. For a Better World

*

. Gandhi Club
World Non-Violence
call 644-0514

320 S. Ftocissant·Rd.
Ferguson, MO 63135
One mile north ·of UMSL

Ft. Lauderdale Florida Trip
January 3 .. 10

$ 145

includes Round trip bus and 5 nights
at the Lauderdale -Biltmore Hotel

~

- - --

caUFloyd before Tuesday, Dec. 6
~

434.. 1232

1111
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At the SHOE FACTORY, it's open season for saving because we
have over 2000 pairs of women's shoes and boots out on display.
Save on handbags, too! So, drop by our new store in Florisant's
Valley Shopping Center at New Halls Ferry and Highway 67, S1X
doors from K-Mart .

. WOMEN'S·

FAi'iiioN
BOOTS
UG. '41· '51

. ~lrto$24~

'JJ
l'Alll~
SI1()()()I~()

£I~II~
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CHARGE AND
VISA

,
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r-' FINAL 'EXAM

SCHEDULE: DEC. 1 - 13
immediately.
Note: Some introductory class fmal exams do
not adhere to the below schedule.
Students
enrolled in introductory classes should consult
their instructors for the confirmation of the dates
and times of the final exam.

Following is the schedule for group exams.
Announcements regarding the rooms in which the::
test are to be given should be made by the
instructors during classes. Students who have
more than one exam scheduled during the same
time period should consult with ·instructors
: CLASS PERIOD

DATE

TIME

3:15 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Wednesday, 14 December
3:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Wednesday, 14 December
4:00 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Wednesday, 14 De~ember
9:40 TR
Thursday, 15 December
9:15-10:30 TR
Thursday, 15 December
'1:40 TR
Thursday, 15 December
1:45-3:00 TR
Thursday, 15 December
2:40 TR
Thursday, 15 December
8:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Friday, 16 December
'10:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily Friday, 16 December
10:40 12:00 F
Friday, 16 December
1:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily " Friday, 16 December
9:40~, MW, MF, MWF, Daily .
Monday, 19 December
10:40'1:R
Monday, 19 December
10:45-12:00 TR
Monday, 19 December
12:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily Monday, 19 December
2:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
' Monday, 19 December
7:40 TR
Tuesday, 20 December
7:45-9:00 TR
Tuesday, 20 December
8:40 TR
Tuesday, 20 December
11:40 TR
Tuesday, 20 December
12:15-1:30 TR
Tuesday, 20 Dece~ber
12:40 TR
Tuesday, 20 December
7:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Wednesday, 21 December
11:40 M, MW, MF, MWF, Daily Wednesday, 21 December
3:15-4:30 TR
Wednesday, 21 December
3:40 TR
Wednesday, 21 December
4:00 TR
1¥ednesday, 21 December

ARE YOU SURE YOU KNOW
WHAT FAMILY PLANNING
IS ALL ABOUT?

2:45-4,45 p.m.
2:45-4:45 p.m.
' 2:45-4:45 p.m.
10:00-noon
. 10:00-noon
12:30-2:30 p.m.
12:30-2:30 p.m.
2:45-4:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 a.m.
10:00-noon
10:00-noon
12:30-2:30 p.m.
7:45-9:45 a.m.
10:00-noon
10-noon
12:30-2:30 p.m.
2:45-4:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 a.m.
7:45-9:45 a.m.
10:00-noon
12:30-2:30 p.m.
2:45-4:45 p.m.
2:45-4:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 a.m.
10:00-noon
12:3Q-2:30 p.m.
2:45-4:45 p.m.
2:45-4:45 p.m.

Evening CoUege and Graduate School
If you think it means preventing 4nwanted pregnancy ... you're
partly right. But it means more than that . Like counseling
young people about how a baby before they are ready can
affect their health or mess up their lives .. . helping couples
who want to have children but can't ... counseling men on male
responsibility and methods of birth control.
It's important to know ALL about family plann ing ... it means
more than you may have thought .
For information or help, contact the family planning clinic in
your community, your local health department or your own
physician .

BRITTANIA
RUI,FA ·
Rule

Rule # 2. Jeans with style.

# 1. Look for this label.

13R\TTANlk\
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CLASS PERIOD

DATE

TIME

5:30-6:45 TR
5:30-7:25 TR
5:30-8:10 TR, R
6:20-8:10 TR
6:55-8:10 TR
6:55-8:25 TR
6:55-8:50 TR
6:55-9:35 T
5:30-8:10 T
5:30-6:45 MW
5:30-7:25 MW
5:30-8:10 W
6:20-8:30 MW
6:55-8~10 MW
6:55-8:25 MW
6:55-8:50 MW
6:55-9:35 M
5:30-8:10 M
8:20-9:35 TIt
8:20-9:50 TR
6:55-9:35 R
6:55-9:35 W
8:20-9:35 MW
8:20-9:35 MWF
8:20-9:50 MW

Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Tuesday, 13 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Wednesd:ay, 14 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Wednesday, 14 December
Thursday, 15 December
Thursday, 15 December
Thursday, 15 December
~onday, 19 December
Monday, 19 December
Monday, 19 December
Monday, 19 December

5:30-7:30 p.m.
5:30-7:30 p.m.
5:30-7:30 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
5:30-7:30 p.m.
5:30-7:30 p.m.
5:30-7:30 p.m.
5:30-7:30 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
7:45-9:45 p.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m.
6:30-8:30 p.m.

-
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Rule

Its all at the Gap.
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The newest rule in
denim style -lean fitting
jeans, shirts and vests.
Good looking, great
detailing, and the sizes
to fit. So learn the new
rule. Brittania.
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ATIEmlON

Crestwood Plaza
CRESTWOOD

Jamestown MaIl
FLORISSANT

Chesterfield Mall
CHESTERFIELD

West County Center
DES PERES

River Roads Mall
JENNINGS

Northwest Plaza
ST. ANN

Give your friends CANCER for Christmas. It's fun,
educational, and slightly sick. To order games or for more
information, call:
832·0332 or 776-7976
or send $4.99 (plus 75 cents ·fol' postage and handling) to:

CANCER

~-

- - - -,.-

...... ~ .
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.. .. .. "- .

Fund

RalsJDa Groa~:

You can make extra money
selling a great gift item. as _I!rememberance of your· school
to ' your friends, .classmates
and family. This is a unique
item and if you are interested
write:
Decor,
Collegiate
Clocks, PO Box 270883,
Dallas, Texas 75227 .

..--------------------------.......
48890 Far/in St. Louis, Mo. 63115

----- . -- - .~ -

In., Sn., ad

The ultimate gift.

----~--~~
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Center givesadvic~
Andrea Haussmann

[

.

supervised to ' make sure there
are no problems and everything
The room is large and almost
goes smoothly.
Peer Counseling is involved in
empty; yet it is comfortable and
cheerful at the same time. This
many activities. They are resis the Peer Counseling Center
ponsible for a psychology film
located on the fourth ' floor of
series, group discussions, a yoga
. class, community · meetings, and
SSB.
various wQrkshops on human
As Jim Hickman, the director,
and Barb Gunnarson, assistant
sexuality 'and communication.
director, explain it, ·the center
Hickman lists the prqblem
has man~ functions. It is used as
areas usually dealt with at the
a ' '''sounding board," a place
center. These include identity
where students ' can let go of
problems, pressure from school
their feeli~s and frustrations.
and work, depressions, marital
It is also used as a place to
problems and career counseling.
just drop by and tallr to ' people _
According to Hickman, "Some
who listen. And it is used as a
times a person will come in and
referral service to ' help people
not know what he wants to ' do
with his life or why he is at
receive the information they
n.e ed.
school. After talking for a while
Peer Counseling has seven
about what he likes to ' do, what
counselors, all of whom are well
makes him happy, etc:, he can
trained. To become one of these
gain an insight about 'himself
counselors they must first take
This helps him make a decisPsychol~y 60. This course is
ion. "
As one would expect, ' Peer
ceive a fee statement al~rig with · taught by professionals and involves a lot of work in learning
an mM computer card.
It
Counseling is not formal couninquires whether or not a stu"
about yourself.
seling. It is short-term help for
dent is interested in carpooling
Hickman stressed that '''you
immediate ' problems. One adand if so, 'to ' state ' student
must first know yourself to ' help
vantage of Peer Counseling is
number and name, This infor- . others."
that there is no waiting list for
mation is then sent . to ' the
Once this course is completed,
people to 'get in.
computer center where it . is
peer
counselor
Peer Counseling is "less
one
can
become
a
computed to ' obtain current adby enrolling 'in Psychology 61,
threatening," as Hickman says,
dresses and phone numbers.
than formal counseling. "There
The twelve people closest to ' . which is an extension of the
previous course.
is no intensive therapy here."
the applicant's residence who
have registered information are
"The counselor quality here is
In addition, the center is comvery high," Gunnarson said.
[See "~llng," page 11]
[See "Peer Counseling," page 11]
The counselors are intensively

eHort
-Carpools make an energetic
.
I

'.

DlaneGooclman
For several years, UMSL has
sponsored a program on campus, which can be considered
energy-conscious - carpools.
Besides conserving gasoline,
carpools also tend to ' bring
students together; often difficult
. on our commu~er-system campus.
Rick Blanton, director of stu"
dent activities, spoke about the
program and is anticipating additional students to participate:
The carpools started in about
1970 and were the result 'of
computer progr"amming done by
Rich Gillman, of the sociology
department. .
During that time, much of th~
programming was based on the

"match system" of zip codes,
which conglomerated lists 'of like
zip codes.
Blanton said, "This was a
good system, but, ' zip codes
have large geographical area~to '
deal with;"
A few years later: Blanton
became involved and learned of
the system. He attended the
East-West Gateway Coordinate '
Conferences, in whic~ he suggested modification of the system, which resulted in tremendous cooperation.
Blanton then went to the
computer center. with his ideas,
and from here they were put
into computerized context . .
This . is how the program
functions-now. During late 'July
or early August, students ' re-

,

UNIVERSITY
OOKSTORE
OOKNEWS

B

\

The UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE will be "re-buylng" course books
for use In Winter '78 courses starting December 12. A used book
wholesale Representative will be ava1lable December 19 and 20 from
8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., on Dec. 21 from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. To make
offers on those titles which will not be readopted for the Winter '78
semester.

91411. 1ST
LACLEDE'S IJlNDINC
-Proudly -Preseats -In- ~~~rt
~W~R &.(S_HI~~Er
\Dec. ~7, 1977 '
' - -;' Ap-pea-ring '-with~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-

The Bookstore will pay 50 per cent of the current reta1l for titles
which It Is not overstocked on, and which will be used In the Winter
'78 semester. A Hst will be posted In t!-e store by December 12.
Books for Winter '78 will be released for sale starting January 3. All
course books purchased prior to January 3, 1978 and after January
30 are NONRETURNABLE. All book returns for refund and
exchange must be made_prior to January 30 at 8:30 p.m. MAKE
SURE YOU HAVE THE CORRECT BOOK PRIOR TO THIS DATE.

.

'.:(:01.8 TuCkey_
Tickets available at
MISSISSIPPI NIGHTS'
I ...........................

~

."......
..
................................
DOG. . . . . .

ADfANCE PR'CE· ·S~

.

.

'

...

The Bookstore wW pay 50 per
cent of the current reta1l for title
which It Is not overstocked on,
and which wW be used In the
Winter '78 semester. A Hst will
be posted In the store by
December 12 •
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Peer COunseling----

ndon trip offers ·a
, d time and price

I

•

pletely confidential, records are
not even kept.
The center does have its 'own
problems. "We have needs that
are not being met," Hickman
said. Funded by the Student
Activities Fund, the center receives only four-tenths of one
per cent of the funds .
Not one person in the staff
receives a salary, it · is all
volunteer work. There is no
administrative help, although .
they have a high client load.
There is no furniture except
one desk and a few borrowed
bean-bag chairs on the uncar·
peted floor. Even the poster on
the walls are borrowed.
According to Hickman , the
'center is expanding. Unfortun-

London is a good bargain
center, too. British-made blue
jeans sell for 512 and wool ,
sweaters for 514. Men's suits
I

more and more
thinking about
tn-'C"n,~nrl their Christmas
. consider the

·so

from pag~ IQ

exJ>et"jlenc:e something out the
January, how about
'London?
.;::-. 1~nlllQ\J~Jo:Il most studentS 'have
budgets; this idea is
.crazy as it sounds. For

~liru»y' this

ately, there is only one room
only one client can be seen at a
time.
. Hickman wou.1d like to see ~
few changes made. The center
needs .pamphlets,· books, and
information available to people.
He would like to ' see paid staff
members, and a full-time director-coordinator. An answering
service is needed for times when
no one is available.
Until the center gets these
things, Hickman and Gunnarson
will have to make do. Appar·
ently they have been doing quite
well because the amount· 'Of
people going to the center . has
increased steadily each year.
Hickman sums up the Peer
Counseling Center by saying,
" We want to help people; help
them learn how to communicate."

Carpooling-----from page

placed on print-out sheets, and
sent out to ·the applicants. From
here, it is only a matter of a few
phone calls to form one's own
carpool.
Generally 950-1100 people will
return the cards. More information will then be sent 'to '
them.
Of all the registered
students approximately 16-17
per cent will mark "yes." One
sticker is issued per carpool at a
cost of 525.
There are 300-500 registered
carpoolers in the UMSL Police
Department, although there may
be many more, as they are not
required to file.
Blanton gave a hypothetical
situation
to ' be
reviewed.
"Suppose four people want to

Wax Museum.
And of course there is the
changing o~ the guards at Buckingham PiJace, Big Ben, and
Westminis!er Abbey, the Tower
of London ¥}d the Tha es
River.

.*
••••••.
*
..'.*
-

. -

~.

,0

join a c'arpool and have already
bought individual stickers. They
may exchange the sticker at the
UMSL Police Department and
receive their full refund; then
one person purchases one sticker
to be shared by all members.
(The expense to be divided four
·ways.) Students have until the
end of the first month of classes
to make the full refund, but
after the first week, following
this period, only partial refunds
may be obtained."
"The increase in the price of
gasoline doesn't seem to deter
those people," Blanton said in
reference to the vast majority of
single drivers. From an energy
standpoint it is indeed selfish,
but as Blanton puts it, "It's the
Americ.an way. "

MAKE THE BOOKSTORE ·YOUR
CHRISTMAS HEADQUARTERS

~

~

.~.

One stop shopping
Fiee qift wrapping
Shop on your lunch hour
Desk pen and pencil sets- radiOS,

atta~he

cases, backpacks,

best sellers, book baqsatheletlc equipment, qym shorts,
socks, smrts, beautiful sweat SUitS, jackets
sweat shirts-we do pers~nallzed prmtlnq on shirts we have cmldrens sizes too
Desk lamps make a nice qUt
Class rmqs, costiune jewelry, waUets,
scarves, iunbrellas, records, tapes,
ladles fasmon tees, baqs,
pen sets watches, stuffed anlmals and much more

;
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around umsl
12/1

-

12/15

thursday
BROWN BAG SEMiNAR: Women's
Center will feature Alice Aslin, UMSL
Counseling Psychologist, who will speak on
" Being Single in a Couple Society" at
noon, in room 107A, Benton Hall .
EXHIBIT: " Perspectives" in room 107A,
Benton Hall from 9-4:30. This exhibit will
continue through December.

TEST: SABLE will be given in rooms
120 Benton Hall, 336 and 218 Social
Science Building at 7:30 a.m. Also at 8
a.m. in rooms 201, 202 and 211 Benton
Hall.

men's Center' will present Patrica O'Connor, Clinical Psychologist, who will speak
on "Divorce Trauma" at noon, in room
107A, Benton Hall.

WORKSHOP: An Opera workshop will
BOOK SALE: UMSL Bookstore will hold
be held at. 8 p.m., in the Education a Christmas Booksale, from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m., in the University Center lobby.
Auditorium.

t h urs.d ay

THEATER: University Players will present "A Delicate Balance" at.8 p.m., in ' \
room 105 Benton Hall. Tickets are $1 and )
$2 and are available in the University '
, CLASSWORK ENDS: FALL 1977
Information Desk and at' the door.
I
•

CONCERT: Giovanni String .Quartet will
hold a concert at 8:30 p.m. in the J.e.
Penney Auditorium.

I

! tuesday
TEST: GED and CLEP will be held at
; 4:30 in rooms 211 and 120-, Benton Hall.

wednesday

!

I

1

.BOOKSALE: UMSL Bookstore will hold a : ~
EXAM: The Math Department will give Christmas Booksale from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
the Putnam Exam at 9 a.m., in room 208, in the University Center lobby.
Clark Hall.

BOOK STORE: CLOSED FOR INVENTORY.
SALE: Indian Jewelry from Artisans of
Navajo, Zuni, Hopi, and Santa Domingo
tribes , will be on sale from 10-5 :30 in the
University Center lobby.

Dec. 1 - Jan. 16

dec. 21

,

sunday

~friday

FIRST SEMESTER CLOSES Sp.m.

!

•
STOP DAY - NO CLASSES
THEATER: University ' Players will '
;present "A Delicate Balance" at 8 p.m., in
BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. Northern ..
' room lOS, Benton Hall. Tickets are $ ~ and Iowa in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
:$2 and are available in the University
:Center and at the door.

monday
jan. ,g

,J_ __

friday

Iwednesday

saturday

I

BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. St. ' Louis ~,i CONCERT: Unive~sity ' Chorus will preREGISTRATION: DAY DmSIONS
University at UMSL at 8:30 p.m.
Isent
a
free
concert
at
4:30
p.m.,
at
Christ
TEST.
GRE
ill
b
h
ld
7'30
'Ch h
•
w e e at .
a.m. \
THEATER: University ' Players present ; urc.
;in rooms 201 , 211, and 120, Benton Hall.
"A Delicate Balance," at 8 p.m. in room ~ CHILDREN'S HOLIDAY PARTY: Will be
lOS, Benton Hall. Tickets ' are $1 and $2 held by the UMSL faculty women at 1
and can be purchased at the University '-.:p.m., in the University 'Center lounge.
J·a~.
Center or at the door.
!
~
CONCERT: UMSL Concert Band and .
WORKSHOP: There will be an Opera
Wind Ensemble will have a free concert at
REGISTRATION: EVENING COlworkshop held at 8 p.m. , in the Education
8 p.m. in the Education Auditorium.
, LEGE AND GIlADUATE STUDENTS
Auditorium.
BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. Southwest
HEARING: Seriate Curriculum and In- Missouri in Springfield, Missouri.
struction' Committee will have a hearing at
1:30 p.m. in room 224 . J .C. Penney : CONCERT: UMSL Jazz Ensemble will
,SToP DAY - NO CLASSESS
,
Bqilding.
jpresent a concert at 8 p.m. in the J.C.
:Penney Auditorium.
COLOOQUIUM: Social Science Research presents Samuel MalWit who will
speak on, "Teacher Evaluations . as a
Student Race and Physical At- ' .
WINTER 'SEMESTER: CLASSWORK
Function
BASKETBAU: UMSL . vs. Central Ok- t
ftactiveness," at 3:30 in room 331 Social . BEGINS
lahoma at 7:30 p.m. at UMSL.
BROWN BAG SEMINAR: The Wo- Science BuildinS·

sun day

monday

, 'I

saturday

I

11

'f,

1

monday

l

thursday

Ija n·. 16

\. w .e dnesday

r

THIfIT ' S (I"\A~TI"Mc;.','iOU

THE' MI'IRTINIS ARE LANDIN6,
THE MARllNIS ARE LANDING !!

NO, 'MAR,INIS'

'

11>10"

!!!

7 ;

CURRENT CLASSIFIEDS are free to UMSL .tudeata, IKalty, s·C,. ·
and .taft. Ad copy mast be ' typed,- and DO IODler than lS wOrdB.
Ads may be mbmltted either to the Carreat ofllee, room 8, Blue
MetaiBaUdIng, or to the Information DeN In the Ualvenlty
Center.
.

ClasSifieds'
's

Models needed - Art Department- UMSL
Florida Trip, Fort Lauderdale.
Leave
Tuesday, January 3, return Tuesday, ,Male and Female - 21 or older, clothed and
nude not a work study student. ' Contact
January 10 for $145 a person, round trip
Greyhound bus , 5 nights ' at beautiful the Art Department at 453-5975.
Laudl!rdale Biltmore Hotel in heart of the
. strip, and all taxes. free beer bU,s t on A gro,u p is now forming in the area called
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - bus. For information and reservations call " Women Exploited" (WE). It is a support- '
Free lecture on Acupressure, polarity ' Floyd at 434-1232 after 6. Hurry I Space is ive group for women that have · had
abortions and are now having problems
Thousands of used jazz and rock LP and massage ,therapy (Acupuncture without limited, so make your reservations now.
dealing with it. Please write P.O. Box
records for sale. Fine condition guaran- needles). It's benefits, theory and practice
5673, St. Louis, 63121.
teed. Also, science fiction and old comics. where to ' recejve it and how to ' learn it.
WUXTRY 6 So. Euclid 361-7353.
Monday Dec. 5 and 7, 7:30 p.m. 10434
SALE: 200 plants, moving, everything
Page, Overland, Mo. 427-7625.
must go, cheap. 10 a.m. to ' 3 p.m. this FOR SALE: 1971 Datsun 510 new tires,
Saturday and Sunday. 5798 Pershing Apt 3 ' brakes, clutch and exhaust very good
Bartender needed; '
HELP WANTED:
. condition 869-11>97.
West, 727-0724.
Apply Eli Burk,
experience preferred.
Sales people wanted: full ,or part time. "
6235 Delmar.
The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity · wishes to '
- , . Must be able to ' meet the public and get'
along with people. High commission earn- ,
LOST: Between 12-3 p.m., November 17 thank all UMSL students, faculty; and staff
Need information? Reassurance? Refer- ings, no experience send resume to: R.A. next to ' Multi-purpose one pair of men's who donated to St. 'Vincent's Orphanage
ral assistance? Call the SEX HELPLINE Feucht PO Box 2063 Maryland Heights, trousers. Reward, please call Sal at and participated in our Pumpkin Pie Eating'
Contest. '
Mo; 63043.
. 544-1460.
361-7590. Mon-Thurs., 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
COLLEGE REP WANTED: To distribute
"Student Rate" subscription cards at this
c'a mpus . Good income, no selling involved.
For information & applciation write 'to: Mr.
D. DeMuth; 3223 Ernst St. Franklin Park, I
lllinois 60131.

Be a food broker's rep. to ' your
neighborhood grocery stores. Part time;
set your own hours . Approximately $4.50
per hour. Must have transportation. Call
726-1223 Monday or Wednesday 2-3 p.m.

I

,

~

1I
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finearts

"

Moore dazzles people
Lucy Zapf

MOORE PRESENTS MORE: Melba Moore gesticulates, [photo by
Scott Petersen, of the u.c. staff].

New ~D~lliJfr Lunches!
¥4 LB· BURGER AID FRIES
Sl09
¥4 LB· RIBEYE DIllER
SI.59
CHOPPED STEAE
SI.29
SOUP ,lID SALAD BAR
SI.59
8211 S· FLORIS SAlT RD· 522-0035,

r---------------------l
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

You've Tried the Rest..• i
Now Try th'e Best
II
t•
I

I

•I
we've got allthe fhdn's you can think of I
I
~ then some
- J
shredded cheese
radishes
onions
bacon bits
croutons
tomatoes
bean sprouts

now featuring MichelobJ
cottage cheese
I
ambrosia
I
potato salad
3-bean salad
macaroni salad
cucumber salad
beets

Bring this ad in for a

times on stage she tries so hard
to be serious but just can't quite
make it. Rather she laughs and
slaps her knee and tries again.
Special notation must be made
of some of the better numbers
which she sang. Naturally, her
gold record version of "Long,
Winding Road" had the audi- '
ence on their feet. But preferred
over the commercial success
were two ballads.
The first had a long lead in
which Moore hoped that all in
the audience would one day feel
this way. With heavy sexual
overtones she really played up
the lead for alot of laughs. But
the song, "I'm His Lady" was
straight from the heart to the
heart. The second ballad would
make Gershwin so happy. For
the first time this reviewer has

'I Delicate-Balance'
to be pr'e sented
The University Players will
present Edward Albee's Pulitzer
Prize winning play, "A Delicate
Balance,." at 8 p.m. this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in the
Benton Hall Theater.
The play deals with the question of how far anyone can strain
the emotions of love and friendship.

Your
local
f.un,

2S¢

____ !!~~~!~~~!~J

. CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Regul ar - personal . bu siness.
organizations
Economy - personal
,
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
MASTER CHARGE
AUTOMATIC CREDIT
. LOANS - Personal - Auto

ever heard it "Summertime was
No belting out,
done right.
perfect control, it was on that
stage, lulabye it should be.
Often a backup band is only
mentioned in passing.
But
Moore's backup deserves more.
The pazant Brothers have
brought together a fine group of
musicians. A good start is Al
Pazant on trumpet, and Ed with
woodwinds ranging from sax to
flute. Rusty cloud does marvelous things to a keyboard am!
Perry Smith is his equal on
drums.
Vince Prudente, who
reminds one of Hercule Peroit,
is on trombone.
One of the
most fun to watch was Frank
Paul who really got down on
guitar. And contrasting him was
Aaron Thompson who just stood
[See "Moore," page 141

MELBA: Toast of the town, sings [photo by Scott Petersen, of the
U.C. staff].

.•

discount per!person on any of our
wide choice of dinners good until
bee. 30th
Monday thru F,r iday 11:30am:'9pm
~ 4:'9pm on Saturday (JD, Sunday

L!~~~~02

Twas the night before Thanksgiving and all through the house
not a person was stirring. No
music was playing. Wehn all of
a sudden she walked on stage. A
burst of applause greeted her.
Trying to remain solemn she
san acapella, "New World."
There is perhaps no bette.r
way to ' spend Thanksgiving eve,
or any other eve, than at a
performance billed as " An
Evening with Melba Moore."
The concert was held in the J.e.
Penney Auditorium which is
acoustically one of the better
halls at UMSL.
Luckily the evening was not
totally Melba Moore's. She was
accompanied by seven outstanding musicians called 'The Pagant
Brother's ' Beauford Express'.
The - band started the evening'
mHh an excellent iam session of
a half hour. And although
there was some difficulty With
the sound system the Express
was fantastic.
Then it was time for Melba
Moore.
The most obvious
comment that can be made is
that she is a total performer. On
stage she is classy and campy,
solemn and fun, dazzling and
down-to-earth. An evening with
her is not just a parade of songs.
She gives a story, a memory, or
her career history between
pieces. And she does it so well
that one finds it an enjoyable
prelude, sometimes even sus""'nsful.
After her opening number she
presented a short history of
herself. By-passing the low
points she listed her impressive
Startin2 out in the
credits.
chorus of " Hair," she then gained stardom, (and a Tony Award), for her role in "Purlie",
which was the forerunner of the
successful black musicals on
Broadway now.
From that show she then sang
the title song and a personal
favorite, "I Got Love." Written
especially for her in the show it
fits Moorp. perfectly. Not only
the melody which enables her to
do what she does best. Starting
out soft and low, the tempo
speeds up after an incredibly
high note is held longer than
one can hold a ' breath. But it
was clear that the title of the
song is most 'appropriate for
~ Moore .
She's got a lot going for her,
especially love. As the mother
of a five month 'old daughter she
bubbled over with lo.ve. Some-

LOANS - Business
FINANCING - Autos. Boats .
Trailers . Home Improvement
BANK·BY·MAIL - Postage Paid
CHRiStMAS CLUB
TRAVELERS

CHE~UES

The six characters in the play,
a wealthy husband and wife, the
wife's sister,
the couple's
daughter and another couple
who have been "best friends"
for 40 years, face the dilemma of
c~nflicting claims of friendship
and the right to privacy.
Wayne Salamon, an UMSL
graduate who has been working
actor and director.in St. Louis
for the past several years, will
direct the play.
The student cast includes
. Gary Bergfield, ' Debi Brown,
Debbie Gerber, Sam Hack, NoelIi Lytton-Wotawa and Debra
Wicks.
Admission is $2 for the general public and 51 with an UMSL
l.D.
Tickets will be sold in
advance at the University Center

rb\ii1f~1
.

8911 N.tur..1 Brld..
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• Live Ent~nt '
• MO'TI.dJJ.'y Ladies Night

COLLECTIONS - Foreign / Domestic

:

• Foosball, Pinball, etc.
Parties• & Fun ~
.' ' ) '
' . _. 'i"

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
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7151 Natural Bridge
St. Louis, Missouri 63121
383-5555
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Mead--------------from page 6

divorce.
So people got a
divorce," Mead stated.
In the '50's, people reacted
immaturely to marriage problems. If things weren't working, the woman would go back
to her family for a time.
"1 think society is firmly
convinced no first marriage will
last," Mead said. She conti~
ued, saying "Nobody knows how
to be married anymore because
what they're told on TV hasn't
anything to do with it." •
People were infatuated with
the "ideal wife and mother of
the '50's," Mead stated. These,
ideals are simply non-existent,
she said.
,
Society has caused other pro"A
blems, the author said.
'large number of the marriages
of the 'SO' s were a reaction
against ,a lack of children and
small families of the Depression.
We had too many children too
fast," she said.
Mead stated an additional
factor to society's marital problems is that we all are forced to
be married. You didn't do
anything years ago unless you

were married. Jokingly she
noted, "It's interesting that
mothers forcing their daughters
to get married coincided with
the development of small kitchensl
Those , kitchens were
I made only for one woman" so
the mother wanted the daughter
out of the house.
"We're going to have to
establish new styles of marriages," M:ead said, with ne".:
expectations, preparations, and '
arrangements.
There needs to be a shift in
the system, she said, referring
to the United States' economical
system. She gave an exampie 'in"
' relation to our inconie ilii sys-'- '
tern: "If your son or daughter is
in college and you'~e supporting
them, but they're married, you
can't claim them , as a dependent. But if they're living in sin,
,
you canl"
Mead suggested a slower method of choosing a mate as a
possible solution to our society' s
marriage problems. At the fir"·
stage, the couple lives together
but with no children . The
second stage is to decide if yOU!
want children.
"There are very few people

that get married after 'living in
an arrangement who don't want
children," she said.
She continued, "Hopefully
they've lived together long
enough to know if they're fit to '
be parents;"
A couple should becorp.e parents when they're ready, according to Mead, "after a long
period of testing to decide if it
will work or not. ' We don't need
more children."
Mead doesn't feel marriage
will disappear. "It's the toughest institution we have. Whenever you have major change, you
either tighten it up or loosen it,
depending," she said.
. A list of Mead's honorary '
degrees , positions, awards, fellowships, memberships, expeditions, and publications would be
far too lengthy to 'be given here,
-but let's just say it covers eight
and a half typed pages - '
single-spaced.
Mead had a full day at UMSL.
After her 4S-minute lecture, she
answered questions from audience members pertaining to ' her
speech. Before the lecture, she
a.n swered questions on varied
topics at a press conference.
And at 3:00 she held a seminar.

VIDA'S
FASHIO
All major credit cards accepted

Popular women's wear
& accesorles
Srzes 3 - 52

7911 Page
St. Louis , MO
open 9a_m -9pm __
Mon-Sat

Some Neighbors
You Ought to Know

Card campaign begins
The faculty women of UMSL
invite faculty and staff to join
the annual campus Christmas
card project.
The project raises funds each
year for the UMSL Student
Scholarship and Loan Fund
which aids needy students.
The Faculty Women are asking for a donation to the scholarship and loan fund in an amount
at least equal to the amount
spent on cards and postage for
friends within the UMSL community.

All greetings will be acknowledged in a public greeting card
to be sent to the UMSL community . .
Deadline for contributions is
Dec. 9. Last year's project
helped ra!se $1,450 for the fund.

All donations are tax deductible
and receipts will be provided.
Contributions sliould be sent
to: Student Scholarship and Loan
Fund, c/ o Faculty Women of
UMSL, 421 Woods Hall.

nloo'e-----------there and played some fine
music on bass.
, The band was able to jam
during "This is It" which lead

into the finale. Again one of her
more popular hits, Moore closed
with her grammy award nominee
"Lean on Me."

TORSTMRSTERe
\nceU~WI COO©OCIE~)fOl7
CONTINJlQUS-C.J~E,ANI.NG

OVEN:-BROILER

RECONDITIONED

SALE PRICE

FAMILYSIZED
BROILER OVEN

Reg.

$2995

$36.95

TOASTMASTER. TOASTMASTER

~1I~~lb~rm , :,r:c::IG::IL, The only completely Immersible fast cooker

;;;;;6"

~
,

• • ,

. .. .

- .

. ~

1",)

Reconditioned
Sale Priced

$~;~~5 $14 95

15 N. Meramec
726-0656
Functional Outdoor
Clothing and Equipment
Down parkas and vests, biking boots, duofold underwear, cross country skis, and
much more!
Downtown Clayton
10 - 6 Mon. - Sat .
10 - 8:30 Friday
The CURRENT wiifbe back
January 19th
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11 002 Nights" opening
I ~----------------------

; Mary Bagley

"1002 Nights," hailed as a
burlesque show, more , strongly
resembles a Las Vegas night
club act, and has been immensely popular at the Bam Dinner
Theatre.
Sold out for the opening week,
: Jack Mansell, who organized the
: show, attributes the show' s immense popularity to the diversity
of the acts.
A series of skits, "1002
Nights" takes the audience to
the Far East in a Persian
market, to 'a nightclub in France,
and to the jungle where live
jaguars and tigers roam freely.
The show opens with the

Mansell dancers in a Persian
type of jokes that would have
had Gloria Steinem fuming.
market. ' They are followed by
Harriet Blake, who is a genie
Ron and Joy Holiday are
that appears out of a bottle to ..• world-reknown for their act with '
the big cats. They perform with '
sing to the audience. Blake,
who has recorded several rea Siberian tiger, an Indian I
cords, is an excellent singer.
leopard and a Brazilian jaguar. !
A high point of the show is
To contribute to ' the uniqueness of the act, Holiday" percomedians Derek Dene and Susan Michaels, who perform in a
forms many acrobatic' stunts
with the cats.
skit entitled "The British Are
Coming." Michaels, who acts as
The Mansell Dancers have
a scatter-brained woman from
excellent choreographed dances
Olive Street, amazes the audby Larry Merritt. ' Their fmale is
ience with her talent for singing
striking because of the light
show.
in the song, "Jackson."
Bobby Sargent, known as the
"1002 Nights" is for those
"Shiek of Comedy," has amuswho prefer an evening of someing jokes about his wife and the
thing different /!nd have a taste
for the exotic'.
role of the sexes. These are the

,Loretto starts n.ew program '
At a news conference held in
the Loretto-Hilton Center, Glenn
Sheffield, president of the Loretto-Hilton Theatre Board of Directors, announced the initiation
of a new venture of the LorettoHilton; the creation of the St.
Louis Studio Theatre, a small
professional theatre, producing
new works, contemporary plays
and small cast plays best suited
for production in a studio theatre.
David Frank, producing director of the ,Loretto-Hilton Theatre,
said, "The Studio Theatre will
alllow us to greatly expand the
In
scope of our services.
addition to brand new p'ays and
contemporary works, the Studio
Theatre will also provide an

hospitable home for some of the
modem classics, the works of
Chekhov, Strindberg, and Ibsen,
for instance."

dio Theatre is located ' in the
Loretto-Hilton Center at 130
Edgar Road under the main stage
area of the Loretto-Hilton Theatre.
An important step for the
Expenses for this new St.
Loretto-Hilton, the Studio TheaLouis Theatre are to be met in
tre will provide an intimate
part by ticket sales with the rest
performing space for uniquely
provided from a major fundpowerful professional theatrical
raising drive launched with this
experiences.
announcement by the Board of
"Only no-for-profit theatres
Directors and the Backers of the
can' afford to take the risks
Loretto-Hilton Theatre.
The
involved in developing new
goal of this fund raising is to
works ," Frank said.
" If rereach approximately 520,000 for
gional theatres shirk this excit- · , each studio production that is
ing responsibility, the vitality
mounted.
and creativity of all professional
Tickets for the 30 performtheatre will be severely, threatances in the ,new St. Louis
ened."
Studio Theatre will go on sale at
Planned for 125 seats in
the time of the announcement of
flexible configurations, the :Stuthe play to be produced.

"1002 NIGHTS": Now at the Bam Dinner Tbeater. Phot shows ROD
and Joy HoUday In theIr "magic of the jungle act" part of the
burlesque show [photo by Ann·Marie].

IEHR- PIERRE
RHmPHI
BENEFIT CONCERT
Benefit Tickets

$25.00

General Admission UMSL Students
UMSL Faculty and Staff
Public

$2.50

$4.50

$&.00

Tickets available at the the U . Center Information De$~

JANUARY,24 -- 8:30 PM
J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM

\
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COMING DECEM.BER 23
Sunset H ills Theatre
Jamestown Theatre
_. ___We~p'ort.:r"eatre _
Cinema Theatre - St. Charles
Alton Cine Theatre '
Petite ·Theatre

Check Newsp~lIp.!trs for additionaftheatres and show times

''''-J
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sports
Riverwomen spike a third place punch
Vita Eplfanlo
With an impressive third place
finish in the Missouri State '
finals of Nov. 11-12, the following week (Nov. 17-19) the worn n' s volleyball team traveled
'to North ' Dakota to ' compete ' in
the regionals.
Prior to ' this
season, no other UMSL women's
volleyball team had ever ad- '
vanced to 'regional competition.
In the regionals, colleges from
five states - - Missouri, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, and
Iowa - - were ~epresented. Of
the Missouri colleges, UMSL,
Mizzou, and Southwest Mo.
State 'competed.
On the opening day of competition, November 17, UMSL
faced Southwest and were beat- '

t

en 6-15 and 7-15. Later that
five games was to 'determine the
winner of the quarter-final play.
day, they faced Drake University
and decisively beat them in " The long match, lasting almost
2.5 hours, saw the Riverwomen
straight games 15-10, and 15-6.
beat Kansas 17-15, 12-15, 8-15,
In their next match, number one
seeded Kansas State 'beat UMSL
15-7, and 15-13. Coach Doty
15-7,3-15, and 15-3. This ended
commented that, "the girls were
the first day of competition with '
tired after the close match, -and
UMSL second in their pool with '
this contributed to ' their loss in
the semi-fmals against Kansas
a 2-1 record.
On ' Friday, Nov. 18, UMSL
State;" Kansas State ' whipped
UMSL in straight games 15-9,
faced the Univer~ity of Minnesota and lost to ' them 6-15 and
15-2, and 15-3.
11-15. However, they bounced
Later that day, their final
back against the University ' of
match with the University ' of
Nebraska at Lincoln determined
Nebraska at Omaha in a close
match 16-14, 10-15, and 15-13.
their final standing in the ' reWith this win and loss; their
gional play. A tired UMSL team
record stood at 3-2 thus advancould not handle Nebraska and
cing them to the quarter-finals.
lost to them 15-10, 7-15, and
On Nov. 19, against the Un i10-15. Coach Doty ' commented,
versity of Kansas, the best of
"The girls were physically tired,
but more than that, they were
emotionally fatigued." With '
this loss, UMSL finished fourth '
in a pool of eight teams. _
Coach Doty 'commented on the
team's overall performance,
"The girls found out that the
competition was stiffer and the
matches closer, but that the
regionals is like any other tournament. ' I feel the girls proved
they could play and win the big
games, and we showed them
that Missouri is fairly strong in
volleyball." He added, " Again,
Liz Davi~ and Julie O'Shaughnessy did what they had to do;
Liz dinked the ball very well,
and defensively, Julie and Cat
Arnold blocked we,l l."
When asked about his evaluation of the season, he explained,
"The girls played really well,
and we will get better, but l feel
the girls still need more competition. Hopefully, some of them
will get some U.S.V.B.A.
Jackets
(United States Volleyball AsVests

with a lette'r

t.O the editor--

We would like
to offer you a
speCial
student d~scount.
,
,
Bring your
student 1.0. ,to-

'Bibs
Skirts
Cords
Shirts
. Tops
Sweaters
Jumpsuits
Painter
Pants .

g uy s.,md ga ls c asual weeu

FAMOUS BRAND OUTlET
H Il\lh 00111>,

' 1 AM .. ,- PM

The Athlele's

~®
I

Specializing In athletic
and leisure shoes, including:
Adldas, Puma, Nlke,
Brooks, Converse and
many more.
Sweatsuits, shlrts, shorts,
warmups, socks and hats.

THE EYES HAVE IT: The Rlverwomen watched many shots this
closely during the season. The Rlverwomen concluded their season
last week at the national OnaIs In North Dakota [photo by Sam
Smith].
sociation) experience for next
season. Also, I will be doing
some recruiting for larger girls
to add to our physical capabilities. "
The volleyball season definite-

Iy was a bright spot for women's
sports this fall.
With an
excellent record of 26-15, 3rd in
state, and 4th in regional play,
UMSL proved to be a strong
contender the .c;ntire season.

Gomes starts new season
With first-year coach Carol
, Gomes calling the , signals, the
women's basketball team will
opened its 1977-78 season at
Southwest Missouri State 'Turkey
Tournament over the Thanksgiving holiday . .
UMSL's first-round opponent
in the tournament was Kansas
University. The Riverwomen met
the Jayhawks at 3 p,m. on
Friday, Nov. 25. The tournament
continued on Saturday and Sunday.
Other participating teams
were Wichita State, Nebraska,
Oral Roberts, Northwest Missouri State, Claremore Junior

College and the host Southwest
basketball games.
Coach Gomes is essentially
Missouri Stare Bears.
UMSL has announced its most • starting anew with the program, -:.
extensive women's basketball
although she has returning letter
winners in 5-11 senior Pat Shelschedule in the six-year history
ley, 5-8 senior Tommie Wehrle,
of the program with eight home
'5-8 junior Helen McCarthy, and
games . and top-caliber tourna5-10 sophomore Pat Conley.
ment competition at SIU-Carbondale and Eastern Illinois as
Sophomore forward Karen Warner also has varsity experience.
well as the Turkey Tournament.
Newcomers include 5-6 junior
Opponents on the schedule
include the University of Illinois, . Karen Hall, 5-8 sophomore
Cathy Lewis and four freshmen:
Wichita State, and Illinois State.
6-1 center Ann Randle from
Dec. 2 and Jan. 23 home games
Sumner, 5-8 Collette Schuler
against Illinois-Chicago Circle
from McCluer North, 5-5 Liz
and St. Louis University, reHelvey from McCluer, and 5-7
spectively, will be played as
Linda
Kellelkamp
from
preliminaries to UMSL Rivermen
DuBourg.

1 FREE ADMISSION
to any General ~inema ' Theatre
with this ad
and any purchase from
one of the 4' St. Louis
Athlete's Foot Stores
Good untU December 24, 1977 !~, ";V{~· <.J
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _·__________
WhUe supplies last
" _:':_:L'
.L
........
_ _ _ -.I

NORTHWEST PLAZA 29,1-2554
JAMESTOWN MALL 355·3444
CRESTWOOD PLAZA 962·4010
CHESTERFIELD MALL 532·1950
Open from 9:30 • 10:00 p.m. Monday thru

.
FrI~y

--Athlete·s
Foot®,

~/

JUAREZ
TEBUllA

When you 're giving a party ...
Why not be the smarty ...
& plan a FIESTA WITH PUNCH!
Then your frie nds won't be tardy .
And they'll drink hal e and hearty
'Cause JUAREZ is the
"BESTA THE BUNCH"!

•
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Alumni Night Friday

Rivermen to face
A familiar Division II foe, a
crosstown nemesis and first-time
oppon~';t all visist the University
of Missouri-St . .Louis Multipurpose Building this w~ek, as the
UMSL Rivermen, I-I, continue
their five-game homestand.
On Wednesday (Nov. 30), the
Rivermen will play Eastern Illinois for the 15th time.
The
Panthers lead the series between
schools, 9-5, with · each team
winning at 'home last season.
The Rivermen posted an 82-80
victory in St. Louis and Eastern
Illinois won 107-90 at Charleston.

St ~

designated Alumni Night at
UMSL. A $3 package is available which includes a ticket to a
the game, a souvenir mug and
the post-game reception. Contact Kathy Farrell at the UMSL
Alumni Activities Office, 4535441, for details.
The Rivermen have only one
day to 'recover from the St. Louis
U. contest before they face
Central State University of Ed. . mond, Oklahoma on Saturday

Louis U.

(Dec. 3). It will be the first
meeting ever between the Rivermen and the Bronchos.
Central State ' is coached by
Mark Winters for the 16th year,
but he is rebuilding with ' just
seven lettermen and three starters returning from a team that
was 12·13 a year ago. Guards
Marty Kelsey and Terry Anderson and forward Wesley Clark
are the returning starters. All
three are Oklahoma natives .

Coach Don Eddy's team is led
by senior guards Charlie Thomas, William Patterson, and
Derrick Scott. The ~anthers
have been invited to the last
three NCAA Division II national
tournaments.

UP FOR GOALS: Forward Carl Walton [34] goes up for the rebound
agaInst freshman Brad Schieter [25] in the intersqnad game played a
fe~ weeks ago at the Sports Awareness Day [photo by Sam Smith].

Rivermen split first·
•
weekend series
UMSL started its prolonged
home stand last weekend with a
60-40 victory over Elmhurst College on Friday (Nov.25), and a
94-89 loss to the University of
Missouri-Kansas City on Saturday (Nov. 26).
The Rivermen set a school
. defensive record by holding
Elmhurst to 40 points. The old
record had been set in an 88-44
victory over SIU-Edwardsville in
the first game of the 19.67-68
season.
In Saturday's game, the
UMKC Kangaroos hit on 32 of
39 free throw attempts to ' win
the first meeting ever between
the two campuses of the University of Missouri. The lead in the
game changed hands 18 times in
the first 30 minutes before
UMKC opened up a 10-point
lead late in the game and held
off an UMSL charge with five
free throws in the final minute.
As expected, the UMSL attack
was balanced with senior forward Rolandis Nash tallying 35
points in two games.
Carl
Walton, with games of 11 and 16
points respectively, was the only
other Riverman in double figures .
each night. Terry Williams and
Hubert Hoosman , 6-5 juniors,

PREPARE F~a: .J.fffU
MCAT • OAT-· tSAT • GRE
GMAT • ,OCAT • VAT" SAT
NMB I,n,·m.,
ECFMS·HtX·YQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
. NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Program. & Hour.
'l'hcre IS. "'"c;'erucm

. ~~~

.c&.~.
II ~~ONALN'
~R
\7510 DelinaT.

Test Preparation 'Specla lists Since '19~8

For

I.n~ormation

Please Call:

.~~Z~ 1 tZ2

: . .'

For locabons In mer Cities, Call:
TOLL FR~E: 800-223·1782

.
Ce"l~s in Major US Cities
loran to . Puerto Rico and lUR'ano. SW1tzeriand

each grabbed 15 rebounds in
two nights.
Reserve guards Lamont Shannon and Mike McCormack, both
seniors, came off the bench to
combine for 19 points against
UMKC .

Friday night (Dec. 2), the
Rivermen will make their eighth ,
attempt at defeating the St.
Louis U. Billikens, their crosstown rivals. UMSL came within
five points of turning the trick .
last February in an 82-77 loss at
UMSL.
'
The Billikens have a new look
this season with first-year coach
Ron Coleman heading the program, and new players including
Juco transfer Everne Carr, freshman forward Ricky Frazier and
freshman guard Mike Alcorn.
But- the Bills ·are 0-1 after a
90-83 loss to Illinois State, and
play at Indiana State on Thursday.
The game Friday has been

We need certain college majors'
to bec.ome Air Force lieutenants.
Mechanical and civil engineering
majors ...
aerospace
and
aeronautical engineering majors
. . . electronics ... computer
science . .. mathematics majors.
The Air Force Is looking lor young
men and women with academic
majors such as thesa. II you're
majoring In one 01 these areas,
you may be eligible lor either the
two-year or the lour-year Air
Force ROTC program. And to
help with the college bills, two,
three, and lour-year scholarships
are available. These scholarships

pay tuition, textbooks. lab lees.
and $100 tax-Iree dollars a
month. The Air Force ROTC
program leads to an Air Force
commission. an excellent starting
salary, challenging work (with
some 01 the Iinest equipment In
the world), promotions , responslblllly, graduate education and
much more.
Find out today about an Air Force
ROTC scholarship. It's a great
way to serve your country and to
help pay lor your college educalion.

Contact: Capt. Larry Geringer
(618) 337-7500 ext. 230

Airfurce
BUOWEISER ~ .

toaGreat
KING OF BEERS ~ • ANHEU SER BUSCH . INC . • ST. LOUIS

WHEN DO JOURNALISM
MAJORS SAY auDWEISER®1
AWRIGHTII'VE 60T 'TWO BY-LINES
AND A FRDNT PA6f j::EA1VRE
IN TODA~ PAPER!
I THINK I'LL CALLSUZY,
ATTRACTlV£ BRUNETTE, .21,
AND SHARE A PITCHER
OF COLD BUD ®OVER AT MARTY'S,
FOPULAR CAMPUS
HANGOUT,4!!! AND /\!\A/N.
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GONE WITH THE WIND: UMSL's fall sports have all concluded their 1977
Country 'Bent NeD Rebbe to
nation'" ~s.

the

8eU01UI.

Women's Volleyball &: Fleldhockey and men'i

8OCCel'

all made poi.t Beason actfon. eross ..

Normandy

:councl'

Superstar
Jazz
...

seeks
·People .
The
Normandy
Municipal
Council Sports League is planning a Basketball and Volleyball
League beginning December 14,
1977. As a result of a successful
soccer and foutball season, they
are looking furward to an exciting basketball and volleyball
season. They are now seeking
volunteer coaches for girls and
boys basketball and volleyball
teams.
" For more information contact:
Normandy Municipal Council,
Professional
245
Normandy
Building, Northwoods,
Mo ..
63121. Phone: 381 -0066.

ontou};

dEANS

FOR

ow, they really are together, on
tour. The often imitated but never equalled Billy Cobham.
Alphonso Johnson, whose desire to expand his music has led him to add a
newly created instrument to his repertoire. Tom Scott, America's sizzlingest
saxman and the very diverse guitarist/ composer Steve Khan. The
superstars ofJazz. On Columbia, Epic, Epic/Ode and Columbia/Tappan
Zee Records and Tapes.
STEVE KHAN
TIGHTROPE

BILLY COBHAM
MAGIC

~~

including:
Some Punk Funk
Darlin' Oarlin' Baby (Sweet, Tender, Love)
Soft Summer Breeze/Star Chamber
The Big Ones

Score big value in tough,
rugged L evi's· jeans from th e
Gap.You'lI find more colors
an'd sizes to help you enjoy the
sporti ng life in style and comfort,
Co m fortable prices too!

~

Bahama Mama/Nomads
Follow Your Heart/Face Blaster
Feelings Are .. ,The. H,ardest Words,T~ ~ Y

~ [:J'i !l ~
®''COlUMBIA,''

4t MEPIC,

8

MARCASR(G O I.9 nC8S l f\IC

, TM

] ames town Mall
Crestwood Plaza
Riveroads Mall
Northwest Plaza
Chesterfield Mall
West County Genter
St. Claire Square
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Rebbe runs his way to the national finals
Paul Adams
As a result of having finished
first for the UMSL cross country
team in all but one meet this
past season and having set a
five mile record, -Neil Rebbe was
able to compete in the national
meet at Chicago, lllinois on
November 12.

Rebbe ran the six mile course
in 33:28 and finished 172 out of
235 runners. Coach Frank Neal
described Rebbe as "one of the
most dedicated runners I have
seen in a long time."
Rebbe has been running for
seven years.He became involved
in cross country his sophomore
year at Parkway West.
Rebbe recalled! "yve ran a

cross country run in gym and I
finished second to a guy who
was on the cross country team.
The gym teacher was also the
cross country coach, and he told
me he would flunk me in gym if
I didn't run cross country.
"Being a sophomore I didn't
know that he couldn't do that,
and so I ran. After a while, I
liked it," he said.

~ebbe ran the first three years
at UMSL with ' no goal in mind
He said,
except to improve.
"Then towards the end of the
season of my junior year, I ran a
good race, and it occurred to 'me
that J could break that five mile
record."

Rebbe doesn't plan to run
competitively in the future, but
does think that he will run for
his own enjoyment. "I would
like to ' run in the St. Louis
marathon this February because
I never ran in a marathon, and,"
he chuckled, "I would like to do
it once before I get too old and
out of shape."

Freshman leads swimmers
Paul Adams
The UMSL men's swim team
won its first meet against lllinois
College on November 16 by a
score of 64-49; but lost their
next meet to Principia College
by a score of 71-41.
John Altoff won the 200
Individual Medley and the _100
yard freestyle, and Carol Wech_____sler won both diving events in
t
the meet against lllinois College.
The team took seven first
places to beat Illinois College,
whereas they only took two first
places in the loss to Principia.

Stringfellow
joinsUMSL
Donnie Stringfellow, a basketball standout at Beaumont High
and later at Appalachian State
University, has been named a
part-time basketball coach at the
UMSL, head coach and athletic
director Chuck ~mith has announced.
Stringfellow, 23, was an AllMetro performer at "B eaumont
and orgininally enrolled at St.
Louis University, but transferred
to Forest Park Community College where he won All-Conference and All-District honors in
his sophomore year.
He completed his final two
years of college at Appalachian
State (Boone, N.C.) where the
6-7 forward showed his leadership ability as team captain. He
received his B.A. degree from
Appalachian State in 1976.
At UMSL, Stringfellow will be
working primarily with the forwards and centers. He joins
Smith "and assistant coach Tom
Bartow on the Riverman staff.
In addition to ' his coaching
duties, Stringfellow is employed
as a sales representative of John
H. Breck, Inc.

A
forest fire"
isa
f

J

'sbatne.

The penalties for starting'a
forest fire range-from a fine
, ~o imprisonment. Or ~th.

l!

A PubKServUoflWs•

. &.The

Coach Monte 'Strub said, .' 'The
only swim team, at UMSL right
no is a men' s swim team, so
the women have to ' compete ' on
the men's team for the time
being." ,
Strub expects that the woo
men's swim team will be ' approved by the December 3 meet
with Washington University.
Strub expects good things
from freshman John Altoff, who
graduated from Jennings High
School.
Altoff has already
broken the school record of
2:15.6 seconds in the 200 I.M.
with a time of 2:14.4.
Strub expects ' him to ' qualify
for Nationals in either the 100
yard freestyle or the 200 yard
backstroke. Altoff swam both of
these events in high school and
his times then were only a few
seconds off of the qualifying
times needed for Nationals now.
Two juniors that Strub will be

depending upon are Rick Kloec- .
kener and Conrad Philipp.
Kloeckener has the school record
in the 200 yard backstroke with
a time of 2:18.8, and Philipp is
expected to qualify for the
Nationals in the 100 yard butterfly.
Strub believes that Pete Recen
will do well against competing
schools in the 1000 and 500
yard freestyles.
Two of the top women swimmers are Alice Anne Sander and
Julie Mark, both ' of whom are
transfer students.
Sander's '
event is the 1000 yard freestyle, ,
and in the lllinois College meet
she placed second in that event
while competing against men.
Strub described Mank as an
all around good swimmer.
The team's next meet is
Saturday, December 3, at 2:00
p.m. against Washington U.
there.

Rebbe said, "The UMSL cross
country team will improve their
record in the next few years, but
I don't see them becoming a
powerhouse unless a track program in started."

Rebbe said, "I came to 'school
ito study first and then to "run. "1.
He likes biology on , the molecu·
lar level and is consideiing
going to graduate ' school in St.
Louis after he graduates this
year.
The runner also likes the
outdoors and particularily enjoys
hunting and canoeing. "I used
to live where Queeny Park is
now so, I had 685 acres of
backyard," Rebbe said.
Little did he know when he
lived there that he would be
running for the UMSL cross
country team at Queeny Park.

YOU

CAN ;WORK IN
BROADCASTING
If you ~re a
Broadcast Center Graduate
We've averaged nearly 5 Job openings per graduate
for the last 2 years.

DR
,BOth men
and
women

Running is not the only thing
that Rebbe thinks about. "This is
obvious when considering that
he has a 3.5 cumulative grade r
point average and is majoring in i
biology.

Over 75 per cent of stations where we've placed graduates
, this year have come back for more Center graduates.

has m'o1Jed! Shampoo,

.

,'/laircut .& .dry, stU{'

Contact:
Broadcast Center [314] 862-7600

$6.00

7711 Clayton Rd. , ' 727-8143 ,

Study:

Marketing, amounclng, production, Journalism, c:opywrItlng.

7720 Forsyth
St. louis, MO 63105

l

IT
Air Force ROTC has scholarships, allowances
and jobs for selected science and engineering
majors.
Air Force ROTC has openings for young men
and women majoring in specified science
ang engineering academic fields. Fields
such as Aeronautical, Aerospace, General
and Electrical Engineering, MathematiCS,
Physics and Computer Technology. AFROTC
enrollment pays well now and could keep
paying off in the future.
Air Force ROTC offers 4-year, 3-year and
2-year scholarships with $100 monthly
tax-free allowance. AFROTC also offers
the $100 tax-free monthly allowance
during the last two years to nonscholarship stud~nts .
Upon graduation you'll receive ,a commission in the U.S. Air Force and
compete for challenging jobs. There'll
be numerous opportunities for
advanced education in your field,
plus you 'll have financial security
and start your way up the promotion ladder where your ability
and ambition are the only limits.
It pays to be in demand, and if you're
the type we're looking for, it pays to get
the details. No obligations, naturally.
For free information, contact:
Capt. Larry Geringer
Parks College of SLU (AFROTC)
Cahokia, Ill. 62206
Ph. (618) 337-7500 Ext. 230
Available at UMSL '
'
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